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List of Abbreviations:
iOS

iPhone Operating System: A mobile operating system created and developed by Apple Inc.

App

Application

Buddify

Name of the application used in the project

SDLC

Software Development Life Cycle

UI

User Interface

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

Mac

Macintosh Computer which is manufactured by Apple Inc.

OS

Operating System

OS X

Mac OS X is the current series of
Unix-based graphical operating system developed by Apple Inc.

Instruments

A testing tool integrated in Xcode

CPU

Central Processing Unit

API

Application Programing Interface

SDK

Software Development Kit
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Introduction

Software is usually designed and developed by humans, so mistakes are something
inevitable during the development process. Therefore, testing is a critical part to ensure
software is functional and efficient. Recently, the mobile application (app) market has
been growing fast because people are using smart phones more and more. Additionally, mobile apps are extremely convenient and they can be used to do many things on
the go from reading news to chatting, checking and replying emails or just playing
games. The rise of mobile apps demands a diligent and precise testing process.
The purpose of this project was to study testing methods and their implementation in
the iOS mobile application called Buddify. Buddify is a social network iOS application
which allows users to look for people based on geographic location and country tag.
The goal of this project was to test the native social network iOS application Buddify in
order to improve the quality of the application.
The project aimed to test a native iOS mobile application. Also, the project applied different frameworks like XCTest, Crashlytics, and UserVoice for testing purposes. Testing was carried along the development phase and before releasing the app in the Apple App Store.
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2
2.1

Importance and Benefits of Mobile Application Testing
Part of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC)

There are many software development process models for developers to embrace for
developing applications. The software development models which are the most popular
are the waterfall model, the V model, the incremental model, the RAD model, the Agile
model, the iterative model, and the spiral model [1]. Despite which model is applied, a
software development life cycle basically should contain these phases: requirement
analysis, design, implementation, testing, and maintenance (see figure 1).

Figure 1 Software development life cycle. Reprinted from Handschuh (2011) [2].

The testing process is carried out after software development to detect bugs and potential defects of the program in question. However, a testing plan should be done at
the beginning of the development phase to have specific objectives and major activities
in the testing phase. During the testing, the list of bugs and defects found should be
sent back to the developer team for reviewing and fixing. When a new update is ready,
developers send it back to testing until the product passes all of the tests; then the
product is ready for deployment. [2.]
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As mobile devices, particularly smart phones, are getting popular, the mobile app market is growing rapidly. The app market shown in figure 2 points out that Google Play is
currently leading the market with 2.2 million apps, followed by the Apple App Store with
2 million apps (see figure 3) [3; 4]. Obviously, the need of testing of mobile apps has
increased tremendously within the past eight years.

Figure 2 The amount of iOS apps in the Apple App Store 2008-2016. Reprinted from Statista (2016)
[3].

Figure 3 The amount of Android apps in the Google Play Store from 2009-2016. Reprinted from
Statista (2016) [4].
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2.2

Benefits of Mobile App Testing

Here are some benefits of software testing in the whole application development process:
•

Testing is part of SDLC to find out bugs and defects that were made during the
development process. A good testing plan at the beginning of a project implementation will make sure that testing will be done effectively and productively.

•

Testing helps saving time and resources.

•

Testing makes sure that users will be satisfied and excited to enjoy apps. An error-free user interface (UI) and functional app is key to making users keep the
application.

•

Testing guarantees the performance of the application with performance testing. No user wants to experience a slow running and lagging app. Keeping the
app responsive and smooth is the testers’ responsibility to motivate the user to
be active in the app.
[5.]
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3

3.1

Software Testing Fundamentals

Definition of Testing

Utting and Legeard give the following general definition to testing:
Testing is an activity performed for evaluating product quality, and for improving
it, by identifying defects and problems [6,3].
Indeed, testing is a process of evaluating a product’s quality to see if it meets the customer requirements or just the manufacturer’s expectations. Finding and fixing problems can improve product quality, which increases customers’ trust in the product. To
be more specific, Myers et al. define software testing in the following way:
Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors
[7,6].
Testing is definitely considered a process rather than a single activity. The process
should contain planning, analysis, implementation and reporting. The purpose of testing is finding errors. Software is designed and developed by a programmer. Software
errors are something that can happen during programming. Applications can also have
bugs in their algorithm that could lead to unwanted outputs or slow running functions.
Therefore, testing aims to find the errors and defects unwanted in the software development. Testers can also give feedback about the UI if there is a readability issue or
inconsistent design or UI element arrangement. Software testing is the final step for a
software program to be released; therefore, testing should be performed with many
aspects of the program to meet customer or user expectations. When users start to
use the product, there should not be any problems or complaints. Good testing coverage should cover functionality of the application, user interface, performance testing,
compatibility of the application to specific OS or hardware configuration, loading testing. There are two main testing strategies that would cover these testing methods:
black box testing and white box testing.
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3.2

3.2.1

Testing Strategies

Black Box Testing

Black box testing, also known as data-driven or input/output-driven testing, is testing
the application behavior according to its requirement. A tester will view a program as a
box with input and output value. For this testing strategy, testers do not need to know
how the system is structured or how functions are programmed. They just need to focus on how the program runs and what to expect from the outcome. [7,8-9.]
Black box testing usually refers to user testing because users are those who will install
and execute the program. Users do not have much knowledge of the program but what
they can see is application functionalities, ease of use, data validation, and a welldesigned user interface. The testing methods used in the final year project, which follow the black box testing strategy, are exploratory testing and user testing. In the project, exploratory testing is performed by testers, which have in-depth knowledge of programming and debugging skills while user testing is mostly done by normal users.

3.2.2

White Box Testing

In contrast to black box testing, white box testing (also known as logic driven testing)
allows testers to see and investigate the internal structure of the program. To understand how the software has been designed and developed, testers need to have
knowledge of programming and structure of the program. Besides, testers need to access the source code for the testing. [7,10.]
White box testing generally includes control flow, code efficiency and flow of program
as designed. In order to perform white box testing, testers need to understand the
source code of the system, create test cases and execute them. White box testing is
one of the best methods to detect errors in the software application in initial stage of
software development. [8.]
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The testing methods used in the final year project, which follow the white box testing
strategy, are automated UI testing and performance testing. They are performed using
the Instruments tool in Xcode, the XCTest framework and the Crashlytics framework.
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4

Testing Methodologies

Automated testing and manual testing cover two huge categories of testing. A variety of
methods within each category can be applied such as UI testing, performance testing
and user testing. Some methods should be carried manually and some are better done
with automation.

4.1

Automated Testing

Automated testing is an automated test process carried out by a computer. Since manual testing is time consuming and less efficient, automated testing is performed as a
more accurate and convenient method.

4.1.1

Automated UI Testing

UI testing is a process to detect the app’s bugs and errors using the UI. Automated UI
testing will include UI recording, which means generating code that manipulates the
app exactly the same way as users do. Furthermore, the code can be expanded to
produce other UI test cases.
UI testing concept with XCTest:
•

XCUIApplication: XCUIApplication is a proxy to interact with the app and it is
the root of the app.

•

XCUIElement: This XCUIElement represents the actual UI elements in the app.
Elements nest in a tree in which the root is XCUIApplication. The XCUIElement
is handled with type as an enumeration of XCUIElementType. They can be, for
example, buttons, check boxes, tables, or pickers.

•

XCUIElementQuery: The query class is used to locate the exact UI element to
interact with. XCUIElementQuery has a matching property for accessing exactly
one UI element. If there are no matches or multiple matches, the test will fail.
These references can be kept and reused in a later test.

•

Simulated events: Interaction with a specific UI element is triggered with functions like tap(), doubleTap(), press(forDuration: ) and typeText(text:).
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•

Assertions: Assertions are written by testers using functions like XCAssert(),
XCAssertEqual() and XCAssertNotNil() to validate UI properties and states.
[9.]

The process of UI recording with XCTest follows the steps as documented in The Apple Developer Documentation:
1. Using the test navigator, create an UI testing target.
2. In the template file that is created, place the cursor into the test function.
3. Start UI recording. The app launches and runs. Exercise the app doing a sequence of UI actions. Xcode captures the actions into source in the body of
the function.
4. When done with the actions you want to test, stop UI recording.
5. Add XCTest assertions to the source.
[10.]

4.1.2

Performance Testing

Performance is a key factor for any software program to determine the quality of the
app. Performance testing is testing to see how efficient the system runs under particular workload. The Instruments tool integrated in Xcode will allow performing this test.
Generally, it can be used in the following test scenarios:
•

Evaluating the app performance in specific work load

•

Verifying central processing unit (CPU) use over time period

•

Validating app performance with intermittent phases of connectivity

•

Evaluating network usage of the app

•

Evaluating memory usage of the app
[11.]

The benefits of performance testing are as follows:
•

Providing a great user experience to users

•

Guaranteeing the app is energy-efficient

•

Making the app responsive to users’ interaction
[12.]

4.1.3

Testing Using Third Party Frameworks

There are many different third party frameworks that allow a tester to use automation
testing in an iOS application. The most common testing frameworks are KIF, FBSnap-
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shotTestCase, Frank and Appium. These frameworks need to be integrated into the
Xcode project in order to use test automation. However, it would be challenging to
learn a new framework and probably a new language for a cross platform support. In
this final year project, automated testing was performed by a native framework called
XCTest. Using XCTest does not require developers or testers to learn much. Besides,
it also supports native iOS languages. In addition to XCTest, the Crashlytics framework
was also used to collect crash information on user devices and bugs related to the
crash in order to optimize the app performance.

4.2

Manual Testing

4.2.1

Exploratory Testing

Exploratory testing is testing without a formal testing plan. Testing can be done using a
real device or a simulator. Exploratory testing is considered as a black box testing
technique. Based on use cases of the app, testers will define test cases.
The benefits of exploratory testing are:
•

With less preparation needed, it can detect serious problems quickly.

•

A testing plan is not required, so testers are given more time on bug finding.

•

Most bugs from both front-end and back-end service are found in this kind of
testing.
[13.]

The drawbacks of exploratory testing are:
•

Testers need to have good knowledge of testing.

•

There is no guarantee to fulfil testing requirements.

•

Lack of testing documentation.
[13.]

4.2.2

User Testing

User testing is another kind of manual testing as users will test the app themselves and
give feedback to testers and developers. Two types of user testing were used in the
final year project.
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•

Concept testing: The idea of concept testing is to get user’s feedback on the
app’s concept, innovative services, and personal opinions about the application.

•

Beta testing: Beta testing is another testing method to get final feedback from
users before releasing the app. Beta testing for iOS should follow these steps:
finding testers, distributing the app via TestFlight Beta Testing product of Apple
Inc, inviting testers to test the app with real data and web service, collecting
feedback and possibly generating updates.
[14.]
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5

5.1

Testing Tools and Materials

Xcode Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

Xcode is Apple’s IDE for developers to build apps for Apple products involving the
iPad, iPhone, Apple Watch and Macintosh computers. It also provides tools supporting
the whole development process such as project management, code development, debugging, UI design, revision management, unit test, performance monitoring, and app
distribution. Additionally, Xcode supports programming languages including Objective
C, and Swift. Cocoa and Cocoa Touch framework are served as foundation frameworks. While Cocoa contains Foundation and AppKit frameworks, Cocoa Touch includes Foundation and UIKit frameworks.

5.2

XCTest Framework

XCTest framework allows developers to create and run unit tests, performance tests
and UI tests for Xcode projects. XCTest has been integrated into XCode 5, which is the
fifth version of Xcode launched in 2013. For UI testing with XCTest, new operating system (OS) features are required: iOS 9 for iOS devices’ deployment target and OS X
10.11. XCTest supports Swift and objective-C programming language.

5.3

Crashlytics Framework

Crashlytics is a testing tool that provides crash-reporting solutions by generating a full
detail report on crashes and fatal errors that could lead to crashes. It will help saving
time by collecting information about the amount of crashes and details about them.
Popular mobile apps currently using Crashlytics are Twitter, Vine, Yelp, Kayak,
TaskRabbit, Walmart, Groupon and Waze.

5.4

UserVoice Framework

The UserVoice framework allows testers and developers to collect users’ answers,
ideas and feedback directly from the iOS application. The framework provides an easy
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integration process into the app which is shown later in testing implementation part and
a useful platform for interactions between developers and users. The framework created a bridge between users and developers by ideas and feedback.

5.5

Testing Equipment

5.5.1

Real Devices

Real devices give a real feeling about the app on their hardware and all factors that can
affect the application performance, for example network disconnection or call interrupt.
For this project, iPhones are used as real devices to test the Buddify application.
Advantages of testing on real devices are:
•

They allow testers to experience the app like a user.

•

The app performs faster in real devices compared to simulators.

•

UI element arrangement in different screen resolutions can be judged and tested better.

•

They allow testers to test the app push notifications, geo-location and connection.

•

Testing when incoming interrupts happen like calls and messages can only be
done on real devices.
[15.]

Disadvantages of using real devices are:
•

iPhone devices are expensive.

•

Device maintenance is also challenging.

5.5.2

Simulator

The Simulator tool in Xcode enables developers to simulate iOS devices on the Mac.
However, the device’s hardware cannot be simulated. Developers can just test the user
interface and the functionalities of the app instantly by the Simulator as they are devel-
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oping the app. Nevertheless, trouble from hardware can trigger errors or faults in the
app.
The advantages of using Simulator are:
•

It has a wide range of simulated iPhones for testing with different screen solutions.

•

It is easy to set up since it is part of Xcode.

•

It is quick to find major problems in the development phase.

The disadvantages of using Simulator are:
•

Hardware is not involved.

•

An app can behave in a different way in Simulator so testing is not complete
with only Simulator.
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6

6.1

Buddify Application Concept

Category and Deployment Target

iOS is a mobile operating system developed by the Apple Inc. Only Apple mobile devices such as iPhones, iPads, iPods, and iWatches are licenced to run the iOS. Buddify
is a native iOS application for iPhone users and its deployment target for iOS 8.0 or
newer iOS versions. Therefore, Buddify supports iPhone 4S or newer iPhone generation such as iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPhone 5C, iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus,
iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone SE, iPhone 7, and iPhone 7 Plus. Figure 4 shows
that most iOS users (97.1%) are eligible for downloading and installing Buddify.

Figure 4 iOS version usage in iPhone user in 2016. Reprinted from Smith (2016) [16].

As a matter of fact, testing on iOS involves less work compared to testing on Android,
which is operated on many different devices. However, purchasing Apple devices is
fairly expensive. Testing on all compatible real iPhone devices is still a challenging task
for testers.
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6.2

User Interface and Main Features

There are five main views in the application as shown in figure 5. Buddify creates a
community where users can join and set up their own profile in profile view. After registration, users are asked to input name, age, gender and a profile image to start using
Buddify. In the info sub-view, other information about users such as country, about me,
looking for, profession, interests, music, movie, and languages spoken will be optional.
In the activity sub-view, there are past activities of users. Buddify users are able to
make friends in the community. By sending and accepting friend requests, users are
able to be friends in the community.
In the notification view, there are two sub-views for friend requests and activity notification. Activities can be navigated by tapping the notifications, while friend requests will
navigate to requested user profiles.
In the newsfeed view, users can see update activities of their friends or users with a
specific country tag. Posts with text and a photo can be shared in the network with like
and comment interaction.
Buddify users are able to communicate with each other by sending messages in the
conversation view. Users can send photos in the message channel.
In the discovery view, Buddify users can discover other users in the network filtered by
a country or location tag, gender, and age range. Users can also search other users
from this view.

Figure 5 Main views in Buddify. Screenshots from an iPhone device.
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6.3

Test Case Scenarios

Figure 6 shows all use cases listed and sorted to get an idea of user interaction in the
system. The application will start with animated introduction views for showing what
Buddify is all about. Then users will enter to the sign in/sign up view where unregistered users proceed with signing up and registered users continue with signing in. Unregistered users should use an unused email by the system and a six-character password in order to be verified and approved to become a new user. Registered users
then can start to explore and interact with the app.

Figure 6 Use Case Diagram of Buddify
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Based on the use cases, test case scenarios applicable for the app are described below:
•

Sign up: users can sign up by providing a name, a valid email and a sixcharacter password. Text fields need to be validated.

•

Sign in: users can sign in using an email and password or a Facebook account.
Text fields need to be validated.

•

Log out: users can log out of the system.

•

Create/Edit user profile: users can edit their basic information like profile picture, gender, birthday in the beginning view. Then, in the profile page, users can
edit other detailed information like country, about me, looking for, profession, interests, music, movies and languages. When users tap to edit languages or
countries, there will be views of lists of countries or languages and proficiency
levels for them to choose. Users can re-edit their information later without any
problem.

•

View a user: users can see their own activities or other users’ activities in activity view. In the activity view, there will be posts in chronological order. Users can
also see their own bio or other users’ bio in the info view.

•

Get notifications: users will get and view notifications in the notification view
about friend requests and activities related to their posts like comments or likes.

•

Create posts: users are able to update a post with text, picture and country tag.
Text input is limited to 256 characters and a/the country tag can be chosen from
a list of countries. There are two options for adding a photo, which are from
camera and gallery.

•

Exchange messages: users can send and receive messages or even images.

•

Discover people with filter: users can filter their search by gender, age range,
location and nationality. Gender options are women, men, and both. Age range
will be in a slider from 18 to 100. The location can be a nearby location or
picked by user input with distance radius, which can be chosen within 200 km. If
users do not want to have a location tag, they can choose a country tag instead.
All users from a chosen country will be displayed in the discover view.

•

Search a user: users are able to search other Buddify users in a text field.

•

Send friend requests: users can be friends in Buddify by sending and accepting
friend requests. Users should get notifications when having a request pending.

•

Check friend list: users can see lists of their friends in the friend list view.
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•

Like posts: users can like a post. Number of likes for a post will be shown in that
post via a button. By clicking on that button, users can see who liked the post.

•

Comment on posts: users can comment on a post. The number of comments
for a post will be shown in that post via a button. By clicking on that button, users can see who commented on the post.

•

Change cover photo: users are able to change their cover photo by tapping the
photo.

•

Change profile photo: users are able to change their profile photo by tapping
the photo.

6.4

Target Audiences

Buddify will focus on people from all over the world who are older than 18. Users can
join Buddify to find international friends for language exchange, exchanging messages,
friendship or potentially relationship. Besides, travellers may find Buddify to be useful to
contact local people for travelling recommendation or tour guides.
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7

Testing Implementation with Buddify

7.1

Setting up Testing Environment

Setting up a testing environment follows these steps:
•

Join Apple developer program: it is essential to have an Apple developer account to deploy applications on iOS devices. With this account connected to
iTunes Connect, developers can use TestFlight Beta Testing for beta testing
apps before releasing the application.

•

Install Xcode and iOS Software Development Kit (SDK): in this project, Xcode 8
version was used to test the Buddify app.

•

Create a team-provisioning account and embed it into the app bundle in the
Xcode project to launch apps on devices.

Figure 7 Test navigator in Xcode. Screenshot from Xcode project [17].

After everything is all set (see figure 7), the testing process can start from the Xcode
project.
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7.2

Automated UI Testing

From the process of automated UI Testing described in Chapter 4, a UI testing implementation in which a user checks their notifications is demonstrated in this section.
First, a test target was created called BuddifyUITests. Then the target to be tested was
the application Buddify and the language for testing was Swift as in figure 8.

Figure 8 Creating a UI test target for Buddify. Screenshot from Xcode project [17].

Then, the keyboard curse is placed inside the testExample (see figure 7) method preparing for the UI recording. After pressing the record button in the right corner of the
test class in figure 7, testing is performed in Simulator by checking a notification in the
notification view. XCTest will automatically generate code in correspondence to actions
that have happened in the simulator. After that, pressing the same record button can
stop the recording process.
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Figure 9 UI recording generated code in testExample(). Screenshot from Xcode project [17].

Figure 9 shows the UI recording code when testing the table of notification of Buddify.
Based on the generated code, testers can add code to test when the user is checking
other cells in the table by replacing the boundBy index. The testing script can be executed again to verify if the test is successful. The green check mark in figure 9 indicates
that the test was successful.
Automated UI testing is a great way to test and understand the complexity of the UI
element tree in the app. Automated UI testing also helps to detect bugs such as the
one described below:
•

When there are new notifications, the notification view does not get reloaded.
So, when running the test, the newest notifications can be seen.

•

When changing country in the profile view, the country does not get updated
correctly when being changed many times.

•

Images from posts in the newsfeed view occasionally cannot be tapped for
viewing images due to a third party library.

After finishing the automated UI testing, there were few issues that cannot be solved.
They are described below:
•

It was hard to handle complex actions like map view zooming or pulling to refresh.

•

It was impossible to interact with custom UI components.

•

It took a lot of time to investigate and execute test cases.
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7.3

7.3.1

Performance Testing

Using Instruments in Xcode

In this testing method, two main views in the app were tested as a demonstration. They
are discovery view and newsfeed view. The discovery view shows all users available
by a filter, and newsfeed view displays all posts from friends and users around the
world. These views need to be tested for performance because a huge amount of work
of UI rendering. This test helps to ensure that users will have smooth and responsive
interaction with the app.
Performance testing was performed using the Instruments tool, which is integrated in
Xcode. By launching Instruments from Xcode in the Xcode menu, there will be a template list of instruments to choose. The time profiler was selected for the performance
test.

Figure 10 Profiling templates in Instruments. Screenshot from the Instruments tool of Xcode [17].

The interface of Time Profiler Instrument appeared as in figure 10. There are two main
areas in this interface. The top area is the time line view giving graphical information
about CPU usage. The bottom area is the detail view, which represents collected samples aggregated by weight. Testing with Time Profiler started by pressing the record
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button in the left corner. The application launched and the time profiler started to collect
data. After actions were performed on a test device, the stop button was pressed to
stop and the investigation of the data started. In general, testing should be performed
on real devices to give more accurate data about the app.

Figure 11 Performance test results. Screenshot from the Instruments tool of Xcode [17].

As shown in figure 11, the CPU usage was displayed in a blue graph in the time line
view. In the call tree view, data about weight, self-weight and symbol name were
shown. Weight means the number of samples of a particular portion of the call tree
appeared in, and self-weight means the number of samples multiplied by the time between each sample [12]. Figure 11 illustrates that 34% of the CPU usage was from the
main thread and the rest was from background threads. To get more details of what
exactly the app has been doing, the area with high CPU usage was focused and examined.
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Figure 12 CPU usage peaks at the beginning of the app. Screenshot from the Instruments tool of
Xcode [17].

By dragging from one end to another end in the graph, all the calls executed in a specific area were filtered and highlighted blue on the top area as in figure 12. From the
detail view, the tester can navigate to the call tree and check high CPU calls. These
calls can be tracked to the development code by a double click. As the call tree in figure 12 shows, the high usage CPU, i.e. 56.3%, came from UI initialization and rendering, which is understandable since it was the beginning time when the app needed to
process much data.
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Figure 13 CPU high usage in the discovery view. Screenshot from the Instruments tool of Xcode
[17].

Taking another peak data sample from the graph, the main thread has used 24.4%
CPU (see figure 13) since it needs to load UI elements and data from the backend service. However, the CPU usage 24% was an acceptable amount of CPU work. Thanks
to using the ASyncDisplayKit framework to optimize UI rendering in the background,
the main thread was not doing so much work and giving more space for user interaction to happen. If there are bugs or optimization work, then testers can run the test
again to verify the changes.

7.3.2

Using Crashlytics

One of the most common factors that affect the app performance is crash. The tester
can collect crashes from users by integrating and implementing the Crashlytics framework in the Buddify project. After creating an account on the website fabric.io and integrating the framework in the project, the app was ready to collect crash data.
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Figure 14 Crashlytics Dashboard with crash data. Screenshot from Fabric dashboard [18].

Crashlytics provides an application programming interface (API) for testers to collect
crash data from users, and crash reports will be displayed on the website fabric.io
when developers sign in with their Crashlytics account. Developers can also log user
information when the app crashes with the Crashlytics SDK. By doing so, crash reports
and user information will be showed in the dashboard as in figure 14. In the dashboard,
it is easy to see that there are two bugs that caused six crashes and these bugs were
related to message function. The dashboard clearly has a user-friendly interface for
testers and developers. Crash report has been useful to find bugs or memory leaks
after releasing the app for beta testing.

7.4

Exploratory Testing

Exploratory testing includes testing with all use cases described in the chapter 4. Basically, the tester will register as a user and execute all functionalities available in the
app. This method has found the most bugs in the app from both UI and back-end data.
For example, some bugs found during this test are:
•

Text view failed to update its frame when text changes

•

Test size in chat was relatively small

•

Push notifications did not show up in real devices
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•

The app crashed when pulling to refresh the view friend list

•

The number of like label did not show the right number of like when tapping
many times

Testing with Internet connection type was carried out by switching between Wi-Fi and
3G connections of test device. The app appeared to work well in both cases. Crashing
also did not happen when the app entered plane mode. Also, users were always informed when there was a connection problem. Testing in case in-call and SMS interruption was done as well. No problems occurred during the interruption. Buddify kept
working fine after the interruption.

7.5

7.5.1

User Testing

Beta Testing

Beta testing utilized an Apple product called TestFlight Beta Testing. TestFlight Beta
Testing allows developers to distribute prerelease builds of the app to test users for
collecting feedback and prepare to launch the app to the Apple App Store [19].

Figure 15 iOS App Distribution Process. Reprinted from About iTunes Connect [20]

At first, a record of the app was created on the iTunes Connect. iTunes Connect is a
web application for developers to submit and manage their app for releasing in the App
Store or the Mac Store [20]. Figure 15 above shows the role of the iTunes Connect in
the whole iOS app distribution process. Then the app was submitted and uploaded to
iTunes Connect by using Xcode. The beta app’s distribution was configured in the
iTunes Connect site in which there are two kinds of testers: internal and external tester.
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•

Internal tester: the beta app allows inviting up to 25 internal testers per app by
emails. These testers should be in same team with a different role assigned in
the iTunes Connect. These roles can be admin, technical, app manager, developer, or marketer. Internal testers can start testing the app right away after testing invitation.

•

External tester: Up to 2000 users can be invited as external testers by getting
them invitations by emails. These users do not have access in the iTunes Connect but can download and install the app. Apple will review the beta apps before external testers can start to test.

After adding tester emails in two channels and selecting the app build version, testers
should receive invitation emails to download TestFlight app. In the TestFlight, testers
can start downloading and installing the app to their iPhones. After getting feedback
from users, developers can try to improve the app and submit a better build. Testers
will get notified about new updates of the app and they can install the updates to test
the app. Even though the beta testing is not compulsory for distributing the app, it is a
really significant step to get the app tested so that the app can bring a great experience
to its users. Developers can keep better builds of the app before it is ready to be released. Buddify had 76 builds before the app is submitted and approved by Apple.
Unfortunately, the app did not get any feedback from the TestFlight but the team has
been inviting a number of users to test the application. With the use of real users and
data, it would be easier for developers and testers to detect bugs. Overall, there was
not any serious problem that could cause testers to send feedback. Small bugs were
detected and fixed quickly by the Buddify team. The app kept updated better builds for
testers.

7.5.2

Concept Testing

User testing was performed using the UserVoice framework. The framework provides
APIs for testers to collect user feedback and to display the feedback in a forum. Developers should have their UserVoice accounts in order to integrate the UserVoice framework into the Xcode project. Users can access the forum integrated into the application
and give feedback about the app. At the same time, they are allowed to see others’
feedback and rate it by liking the feedback post. By logging into the website Us-
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ervoice.com, testers can collect ideas and feedback from users to improve and upgrade better versions of the app.
After integrating the UserVoice framework into Buddify Xcode project using CocoaPods, and importing UserVoice.h to the bridging header, configuration is created
and initialized as in figure 16 below:

Figure 16 UserVoice configuration. Screenshot fromXcode project [17].

Then in the view Settings, the forum view was implemented in the Send us Feedback
cell of the Settings table view as can be seen below:

Figure 17 UserVoice presents the forum view. Screenshot from Xcode project [17].

As figure 18 shows, the view of the feedback forum appeared with a list of feedback in
the table view and Post an idea button for users to send new features or simply feedback. The number of likes was shown under feedback as well. The data in the forum
will be valuable for developers and testers to improve and upgrade better versions of
the app.
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Figure 18 Accessing the feedback forum. Screenshots from an iPhone device.

As shown in figure 18, there is some feedback about the app from test users. First,
there was a suggestion about adding a photo filter. This is a good suggestion for a later
feature in the app when users upload their photos to the app. The next one is about
adding a travel calendar in Buddify. It is also a good idea for travellers to share their
trips and stories. Since Buddify also targets travellers, this is also a promising feature in
the future. The last one is feedback about changing the padding of a list, which is not
clear because there was no explanation on this issue. Overall, the feedback forum is
quite helpful to collect feedback from users in the long run. Users can keep giving
feedback and recommendations as the app is developed.
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8

Conclusion

This final year project aimed to debug a native social network iOS application called
Buddify to improve the application’s quality. The project included studies about testing,
testing methodologies and their implementation to test Buddify. Applying different testing methods, many aspects of the app Buddify were tested. Many bugs and crashes
were found in the project when carrying out both automated testing and manual testing.
While automated UI testing allows testers to understand the complexity of the UI element tree in the app, app flow and basic functionalities, performance testing enables
testers to keep and maintain decent performance of the app. Manual testing was useful
to detect bugs quickly as well as to collect user feedback especially before the releasing phase of the app. Thanks to the testing process, users are able to enjoy a fully
functional, responsive and smooth app. The project also provides guidelines for testers
or developers to start testing on iOS applications.
Generally, the app was tested well and intensively in the past two months to be released for the first time. Many important testing methods were applied and implemented during the testing process. There are also other third-party testing frameworks and
more testing methods like endurance testing or unit testing that could have been applied for the test. As the app is released, the testing process will be re-applied and expanded to maintain and improve the app. Testing should be done continuously and
wisely for better future versions as bugs and errors which are found early will save lot
of time and effort for developers in the development process.
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